Mill Hill High School	2
YEAR 12 PRACTICAL HOMEWORK EXERCISE 1 MARK SCHEME

Analysing
1.	correct equation:	HCl + Na2CO3 ® NaHCO3 +NaCl (1)
2.	calculates average titre correctly:	19.10 cm3 (1)
3.	calculates the moles of Na2CO3	1.91 ×10–3 (1)
4.	calculates the Mr of Na2CO3	131 (1)
5.	calculates the moles of H2O	1 or 1.38 (1)
6.	the appreciation of errors
calculate the percentage error in use of balance ( ± 4.0 %)
calculate the percentage error in use of burette ( 0.15 cm3 in 19.1 is 0.79 %)
calculate the overall apparatus error ( 4.79 % on above values)
3 scoring points
any 2 = 1 mark
(a)	the appreciation of precision
quote average titre as 19.10 cm3 i.e.2 decimal places  
quotes Mr to 3 significant figures or 1 decimal place only
quotes the moles of H2O as whole number
3 scoring points
any 2 = 1 mark
(b)	the correct use of nomenclature and terminology
explains the calculations clearly and logically, with a sensible layout
uses terminology accurately e.g. moles not confused with molarity or Mr
2 scoring points
both = 1 mark
[8]
Evaluation
1.	first titration poor / probably a rough titration
three good / concordant results or three within 0.1 cm3
so titration technique good or results reproducible or results consistent
3 scoring points
all 3 = 2 marks
any 2 = 1 mark
2.	calculation of difference
131 against 124 is a 5.6 % error
2 scoring points
both = 1 mark


3.	appreciate discrepancy > maximum apparatus error	1
4.	
dry weighing bottle
or weigh by difference
or include washings
mass used known more accurately
use more accurate balance
or use a larger mass
mass used known more accurately
or quoted number of decimal places
prepare a standard solution
or get consistent samples
obviates errors in multiple weighing
keep in sealed container
or keep in dry conditions
prevent absorption or loss of water
any 2 improvements +2 reasons = 2 marks
any 1 improvement1 +1 reason = 1 mark
any 2 improvements = 1 mark
[6]



